Abstract-Aerial image is one of the primary data sources for underwater oceanographic studies. These images are often corrupted by clutters induced by surface water waves. Removal of the wave clutters from these images is an important preprocessing step for accurate assessment of information. In this paper, we introduce a novel technique combining the X-ray wavelet transform (XWT) with Markov random field (MRF) for directional noise removal. Surface water waves are classified according to their features into two types: ripple wave (longwave) and spark wave (short-wave). We show in our numerical experiments that by performing XWT along the direction of wave propagation, the wave clutters can be successfully detected. To remove long-waves, resampling and subband filtering techniques are used. To remove short-waves, on the other hand, spectralspatial maximum exclusive mean (SMEM) filter is used in this study. Finally, because of the directional characteristic of the clutters, nonisotropic MRF is introduced into the post-processing step to refine the output. Experimental results show that one can remove both kinds of wave clutters with only small background distortion using the proposed hybrid algorithm.
I. INTRODUCTION
T HE oceanographic aerial photographs are commonly used for the studying of ocean current flow, seabed structures, rock locations, sediment formation, etc. Because there are so many ocean wave generating sources such as wind over the sea or tidal movements, chances of capturing images of the sea surface without wave clutters are very small. The overlaying water waves often act as clutters interfering useful information in an image. It is helpful if these clutters are removed before performing other image analyzes. Recently, various algorithms have been proposed for clutter removal using wavelets [19] , [23] . Also, in [5] and [18] , Markov random field is used to process the multiplicative noise in SAR images. These algorithms deal with noises that are directionally uniform. In this paper, we introduce a hybrid technique using Xray wavelet transform and Markov random field to remove directional wave clutters in spatial domain. Different from the multiplicative speckle noises which is introduced in the SAR imagery systems, the directional clutters here occur in natural background and are modeled to be additive. The clutters are classified into two types according to their appearance, ripple wave (long-wave) and spark wave (short-wave). Two test images are used to evaluate our declutter technique. The image in Fig. 1 (a) is a benchmark image supplied to us by the project sponsor having waves over rocks. The other image is an aerial photo of an ocean shore for studying sediment in shallow water. The first of these two 256-gray-level images contains the long-waves while the other has the short-waves. Our initial clutter removal attempts include using bandpass filters and threshold techniques. The results are unsatisfactory since a good deal of useful information within the images are also removed by the filters and the threshold. The objective of our research is to construct algorithms for effective directional clutter removal by employing its directional property. We have learned that the stated approach can successfully remove the wave clutters while keeping as much as useful information in the images. Ever since J. Radon established radon (X-ray) transform in 1917, it has been widely used in many areas, such as medicine [9] , [14] , astronomy [2] , geophysics [3] , etc. In image processing applications, the Hough transform [13] , which is a special case of radon transform, is used in edge linking and boundary detection applications [11] . Recently, researchers combined the wavelet transform and the radon transform to satisfy some special requirements in certain applications. In [20] , Olson and Destefano used wavelet to localize the radon transform and reduce the radiation exposure in X-ray tomography. In [8] , Faqi et al. discovered that radon transform and wavelet transform have complementary abilities in noise removal. They applied these two transforms consecutively in a denoising procedure for seismic reflection data. In [24] , R. Zuidwijk combined the radon transform and the wavelet transform to form a transform named X-ray wavelet transform (XWT). XWT makes it possible to reveal information that is unavailable from each individual transform. The directional sensitivity of the radon transform makes the XWT useful for detection of directional clutter. In [17] , XWT was used to remove the directional clutters in aerial images. However, because it only uses the simple thresholding method in the declutter procedure, the result is not satisfactory. In this paper, a novel approach for directional clutter removal based on XWT and Markov Random Field (MRF) techniques is introduced. The algorithm contains three steps: 1) calculating XWT for the image to be processed along the direction normal to the clutter direction defined later in this paper; 2) using several different strategies to extract features in the XWT domain; 3) removing the residual noises using the MRF scheme. For long-waves, a combination of subband filtering and resampling techniques is adequate to remove the clutters. In some cases, the entire subband may be discarded to achieve processing goals. For short-waves, the spectral-spatial feature of wavelet transform is used to locate clutters in the spatial domain. Following this, the spectral-spatial maximum exclusive mean (SMEM) filter is used to remove the clutters from the original image.
The contents of this paper are arranged as follows: Section II briefly introduces wavelet transform and the XWT. Section III explains the proposed clutter removal algorithm based on two general examples. Experimental results are shown and analyzed in Section IV. Finally, conclusions are drawn in Section V.
II. DISCRETE WAVELET TRANSFORM AND X-RAY WAVELET TRANSFORM

A. Discrete Wavelet Transform
Wavelet transform has been shown to be a very effective tool for various signal-processing applications. In discrete-time domain, the discrete wavelet transform (DWT) is based on a multiresolution analysis (MRA). Assuming and are filter sequences defined by (1) and (2) below (1) (2) where is the scale function associated with the wavelet and the notation represents the inner product in the Hilbert space. Let us define filters and for all ( is the integer set), the DWT can be implemented based on the perfect reconstruction scheme outlined in [22] using and . In DSP language, corresponds to a lowpass filter and is a highpass filter. We use the two-dimensional (2-D) version of the DWT to analyze digital images. The 2-D wavelets and scaling functions are obtained by the ordered tensor products of 1-D wavelet and the 1-D scaling function. In 2-D wavelet decomposition, this means that the and filters are applied to the image in both horizontal and vertical directions. The outputs are subsampled by two to produce three high-pass subbands, namely, HH, LH, HL, and one low-pass subband LL. In the spectral domain, these four subbands partition the spectral space into four different sub-spaces illustrated in Fig. 2 . This process can be repeated on the LL-band to generate the next level of decomposition using the same filters. More detailed discussion on 2-D wavelet analysis can be found in [4] , [6] . 
B. The X-Ray Wavelet Transform (XWT)
X-ray transform is obtained from a line integration of the 2-D function along a given direction on theplane. It is defined as (3) where is a given vector, is a unit vector perpendicular to vector and makes an angle relative to -axis. The operation " " is a vector-sum and is the vector parallel to the and its length is controlled by .
means integration in the real data domain. The original grid defined onplane and vectors and are shown in Fig. 3 . By varying and integrating with respect to , the X-ray transform of original function along the direction normal to can be obtained.
By combining the wavelet transform and X-ray transform together, one gets a 1-D wavelet transform of the original function along a chosen direction rather than along the rectangular grid. Since wavelet transform is well-known for detection of discontinuities or sudden changes in the spatial domain, the combination has the ability to detect abrupt changes along a given direction.
Let be a function defined on . The X-ray wavelet transform is defined by (4) where is complex conjugate of the wavelet function at scale and at shift position . It computes the one-dimensional (1-D) wavelet transform along lines in which are parameterized in the same fashion as for the X-ray transform.
Equation (4) means that the X-ray wavelet transform takes the DWT in the direction of . Along the transform direction, the signal at current resolution is processed to produce the H subband of XWT containing the signal details (high frequency information) along the direction of and the L subband of XWT containing low frequency information along that direction. In this regard, the XWT makes it possible to do 1-D wavelet transform along any direction of a 2-D signal. This feature is very useful for directional clutter removal.
III. THE ALGORITHM DEVELOPMENT
A. Models for Wave Field
To study the long-wave and the short-wave in Fig. 1 (a) and (b), mathematical models have been constructed for them. The models here are based on the assumption that both the longwave clutter and short-wave clutter are additive to the signal. As will be seen later in this paper, this assumption works very well for the two benchmarked images.
In this paper, long-wave is modeled as a varying frequency sinusoidal wave that can be expressed as: (5) where the constant controls the initial period of long-wave, the constant controls the variation of the ripple frequencies, and is the amplitude of the wave. is the location at which the long-wave occurs. The function determines the frequency of the long-wave adjusted to be higher near the place where but lower at places far from there. For a short-wave generated at position , it is modeled by the following equation: (6) where is a positive integer that affects the shape of waves. Constants , and determine the width and length of each individual waves, and is the amplitude of the wave peak. Assuming that a function random generates a random value between and with equal probability and the image has width and height , the position of each short-wave is determined by the following procedure:
• Along -axis, generate a value random .
• Along -axis, generate values random random .
• Apply (6) to each coordinate , , , and generate a column data for short-waves. Each time the above procedure is executed, a column data of short-waves along the -axis is generated. By running times of above procedure, columns of short-wave data are synthesized. Fig. 4(a) shows the original picture which is a 256 256 image with 256 gray levels. Fig. 4(b) and (c) are long-waves and short-waves generated using models described above. By superimposing these two images with that of Fig. 4(a) , we generate the cluttered images Fig. 4(d) and (e). The rest of this paper uses directional clutters shown in Fig. 4(b) and (c), and the synthesized images Fig. 4(d) and (e) to evaluate the effectiveness and generality of the proposed algorithm.
B. The Processing of Images with Directional Clutters
1) The XWT Processing: An image with directional clutter can be expressed as (7) where stands for the original image and is the directional clutter along the angle relative to the -axis. In order to detect the clutters clearly in the XWT, the direction for XWT should be perpendicular to the clutter direction. Fig. 5 illustrates the relationships among the XWT direction, clutter direction, and wave direction for both long-waves and shortwaves. Assuming that the directional clutter makes an angle with the -axis and the XWT is taken in the direction of , we have the following angular relationship:
The reason for (8) is that along the wave direction, signal amplitude changes much sharper than along other directions. Thus, it is easier for XWT to detect clutter and produce larger coefficient values in the wavelet domain.
To demonstrate this we apply DWT to the synthetic wave images shown before. Images in Fig. 6 show the three-level DWT results. (In this paper, we use Daubechies wavelet three for both DWT and XWT.) It is commonly known [4] , [6] , [21] , that DWT generates different subbands and each has its own directional properties. HH subband is sensitive to changes along diagonal direction, HL subband is sensitive to changes in horizontal ( -axis) direction and LH subband is sensitive to changes in vertical ( -axis) direction. In Fig. 4(b) and (c), long-waves and short-waves are seen to be propagating along the vertical direction. In wavelet domain, this shows that only LH subband in every resolution has very large coefficient values.
We use the energy contained in a subband for each resolution to evaluate the importance of that subband. For a given subband in DWT level , the total energy within it is calculated by where and are the two dimensions of the subband and represents the wavelet coefficients. In Table I , we compare the total energy contained in HH, HL, and LH subbands in the DWT of Fig. 4(b) and (c) . We see that in each DWT level over 99% of the energy is in LH subband (the upper-right corner in each level). This can be understood from Fig. 6 since the HL and HH subbands are almost flat in each resolution while LH subbands detect almost all of the wave signals. This means that HL and HH subbands have negligible information concerning the directional clutters. Therefore, in order to detect the clutter in examples shown above, it is unnecessary to compute the coefficients in HH and HL subbands. Since the LH subband of DWT is contained by H subband of XWT when it is calculated along the direction of waves, this demonstrates that XWT can detect the directional clutter in its H subband for every resolution if the XWT direction is chosen correctly.
The choice of direction in the XWT is very important for directional clutter removal. This can be easily understood by considering the scenario in Fig. 7 . To detect long-waves in Fig. 4(b) and (c), two different directions are chosen to compute the XWT. One direction is along the wave direction and another is perpendicular to the wave direction. The results of XWT along these two directions are very different. In the first case the clutters can be detected in the H subband clearly. However, in the second case nothing can be found there since wave amplitude varies very slowly along the direction perpendicular to the wave direction.
2) Long-Wave Removal-Resampling and XWT Subband Filtering: Because long-waves are sinusoidal-like signals that combine a small range of frequencies, XWT subband filters can be used to remove them. As mentioned before, wavelet transform can be considered as subband filtering. For the same reason, XWT can also be viewed as a subband filter along a given direction in a 2-D plane. However, at each resolution, the XWT has only L subband and H subband rather than four subband as in the DWT case.
After the XWT decomposition, the long-wave information will be filtered into the H subbands of XWT. In general, the energy of the clutters is distributed in subbands at several resolutions. If the coefficients in all these subbands are discarded, much of the useful information will be lost. To avoid the lose of information, we use a resampling technique. By resampling the original image, we can move the spectral components of the clutter into a small number of subbands. When signals are discarded in these subbands, the clutters are removed.
Assuming an image is originally sampled with rate and then resampled with rate , and let be the subband resolution that contains the clutter frequencies. For a given sinusoidal signal with period and the resampling rate have the following relationship when XWT is performed along its wave direction: (9) which is used as an instruction for the resampling operation. Fig. 8 graphically illustrates the resampling technique. When we analyze the image shown in Fig. 4(b) at its original sample rate, the spectral components of the clutters are found within second, third, and fourth H subbands of XWT. However, after resampling using , the clutter components are moved into third and fourth H subbands as shown in Fig. 8(b)-(d) show the reconstruction image after clutter removal for each case. It is evident that the resampling technique preserves more information for better reconstructed image.
3) Short-Wave Removal-Spectral-Spatial Maximum Exclusive Mean (SMEM) Filtering: Since the spectral components of short-waves are scattered over the whole spectral plane, it is difficult to move them into a small number of subbands as for the case of long-wave. Thus, it is difficult to use subband filtering techniques for decluttering. In [12] , a minimum-maximum exclusive mean (MMEM) filter has been introduced for the removal of short-wave. We modified the MMEM algorithm and introduce a SMEM filter. The decluttering procedure of SMEM filter is based on the spectral-spatial properties of XWT and the features of short-waves. In Section III-B1 we have shown that when the XWT direction is along the wave direction, the clutters can be detected easily. This knowledge is applied to the SMEM filter design.
The SMEM algorithm contains two steps:
• locating clutters by referring to the significant coefficients in XWT spectral domain; • removing the most abnormal pixels that correspond to peaks of waves in spatial domain. The significant coefficient is defined according to a given Threshold. Assuming that the function represents the histogram for the H subband coefficients of the XWT decomposition, where stands for the absolute value of a XWT coefficient. For a given value in the range from 1 to 100 and an image with width and height , the Threshold which is used in the SMEM filter satisfies (10) which means that there are totally percent of coefficients have the values less than Threshold. The significant coefficients are those coefficients that are larger than the Threshold.
After performing the XWT on the original image, in the H subband, if the absolute value of a XWT coefficient is larger than the Threshold, the SMEM filter will be applied at offset offset of the original image to remove clutters. Here, offset is the space shifting adjustment whose value depends on the wavelets chosen in the XWT. This is called the spectral-spatial relationship between the XWT subband and the original image. The SMEM filter is designed according to two features of short-waves: 1) because all waves have a relatively high gray level value, only larger image pixel values within the filter, which correspond to the wave peaks, need to be removed; and 2) the filter is centered at the place where abrupt changes occur. Thus, part of the filter window usually covers the wave and part of it covers the background. Then the average value (Avg) of the last smallest values within the filter will correspond to the gray level of the smooth ocean surface, and the first largest values within the filter correspond to peaks of the waves (in this paper ). By using Avg to replace peak values within the filter window, sudden changes in wave amplitudes are smoothed.
Letting be a window of size 3 3 centered at position and be the pixel value of image at position , the SMEM algorithm is implemented as follows.
1) Find the significant coefficients in H subband of XWT and locate the filter centers in the original image. 2) Find the first pixels with the largest gray values covered by filter window in the noisy image.
3) Find the last pixels ( ) with the least gray values within the filter window and calculate Avg 4) Replace the we obtained in Step 2 with Avg. Finally, the procedure to remove short-waves using SMEM filter is described below.
1) Calculate the XWT for a given noisy image .
2) Calculate the histogram for high frequency coefficients of XWT subband (H subband). For a given , calculate the value for threshold. 3) Center the SMEM filter according to spectral-spatial relationship between XWT and the original image and smooth the short-waves. 4) Update according to the resultant image and repeat from steps 1 to 3 times. The values of and are input by the user. The iteration from steps 1-3 ensures that most of the waves will be found and smoothed. Fig. 9 shows the results of the above procedure for the short-wave testing model.
C. Post-Processing-MRF
The output images in Figs. 8(d) and 9(a) still have some artificial effects left. Moreover, the edges of the circular object are blurred. As a post-processing method, the MRF is used to remove the weak noise and sharpen the profiles of objects in the original image.
MRF is a powerful technique for image segmentation and noise removal [7] , [19] . Given a set of observed image data (original image plus noise), the goal of the MRF is to retrieve the original image from the observed data. To achieve this, it is essential to find the maximum a posteriori (MAP) estimation for the original image. We denote the observed image data as and use a 1-D vector to represent , where and is the size of image . After segmentation, the result is labeled as . means the pixel at position in the original image belongs to a segment with label-in the segmented image and the index , where is the total number of distinct labels. The objective of the MRF segmentation scheme is to assign a label to each pixel in the original image , such that the conditional probability is maximized and is the MAP estimation of image . For more details on MRF theories the reader is referred to [15] and [16] .
In the order two neighborhood system used in our applications, only the clique of size two and the clique of size one are considered. For the two-pixel clique , its potential function is defined as if and if and otherwise (11) where is a constant associated with in a neighborhood system. Because there exists a directional characteristic in the clutters, the 's are different for different in our algorithm. In general, a larger value in a given direction (12) where is a constant. As introduced, setting larger value to in one directional will emphasize the texture format along that direction. In our algorithm, we set the to be small along the clutter direction and large along the wave direction. By doing this, the clutter effect will be weakened during the segmentation procedure.
-means algorithm is used as the initialization scheme for MRF segmentation and the simulated annealing (SA) [10] scheme is employed to achieve the MAP estimation. Fig. 10(a) demonstrates the result of applying MRF to the resampled and subband filtered output in Fig. 8(d) . Fig. 10(b) shows the result of applying MRF to the SMEM filtered image in Fig. 9(a) . From these results, we can see that the original clean images can be satisfactorily restored. We remark that MRF should not be used directly on images for clutter removal in these cases, because the clutter amplitude is too high before subband or SMEM filtering.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In practical implementations, the XWT are separated into two steps: 1) rotate the image by according to its clutter direction and 2) calculate 1D-DWT along the wave direction. For images that need resampling, interpolation is used. This is also required during image rotation procedure.
In Table II , we compare the SNR of the noisy testing images [ Fig. 4(d) and (e)] with the resulting post-processed images in Fig. 10 . It is clear that the SNR is greatly improved (more than 20 dB in the long-wave case and more than 10 dB in the shortwave case) after the discussed algorithm is used. However, when this algorithm is applied to real images, it is very difficult to use SNR to measure the algorithm performance, because the original clean images are unknown. In this circumstance, we judge the resulting images subjectively. Fig. 11 shows the result for long-wave removal using the subband filtering with resampling technique. Before resampling and rotation [see Fig. 11(a) ], the spectral components of the clutters are in second, third, and fourth DWT subband. After resampling with ratio and rotating the original image with a degree , we obtain a new image as shown in Fig. 11(b) . The clutter energy has been moved into third and fourth of DWT subband, which corresponds to the third and fourth of H subband [ Fig. 11(c) ]. This can also be seen in Fig. 11(d) . By discarding subbands 3 and 4 in Fig. 11(d) , we rotate the resultant image back and get Fig. 11(e) . Finally, MRF is performed to produce an image as given in Fig. 11(f) . The variance equals 10 in MRF initialization step ( -means cluster step), the in the lower-right to upper-left diagonal direction (clutter direction) is equal 1.8, the beta in the other diagonal direction is 2.2 and the other 's are set to be 2.0. In order to display the image more clearly, the contrast of the output image is adjusted. If the clutter frequency is on the same order of the image variability but in different spatial direction, this technique should also perform well.
Without loss of generality, a 200 200 rectangular area from Fig. 1(b) is selected as an short-wave decluttering example. Fig. 12 shows the results for each step during clutter removal procedure. From these results, it can be seen that after XWT, the waves can be easily detected in the H subband [ Fig. 12(b) ]. After retaining the significant coefficients in XWT, SMEM filters remove most of short-waves in the original image [ Fig. 12(c) ]. However, the profiles of sediments in seabed are still not very clear. We use the MRF to remove all noises generated from the previous steps and the profile of the sediments beneath the water is clearly seen [ Fig. 12(d)] . Here, the variance equals 20 in MRF initialization step, the in the horizontal direction (wave direction) is set to be , the of the vertical direction (clutter direction) is 1.8 and the in the diagonal direction is 2.0.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, the applications of X-ray wavelet transform in the removal of directional clutters is discussed. Two kinds of directional wave clutters in oceanographic photos are considered-the long-wave clutter and the short-wave clutter. Mathematical models have been built to understand their properties. Because of the directional property of the XWT, the clutter can be detected easily in the wavelet domain. Based on XWT and MRF, algorithms have been developed for the removal of these two wave clutters. The results show that when it is integrated with other techniques like median filters, resampling, subband filtering and MRF, XWT is useful for directional clutter removal.
